LUMINAIRE: AMERICAN ELECTRIC LIGHTING AUTOBAHN ATBO, BRONZE

Series: ATBO - Autobahn LED Roadway

Performance packages*:

- **10BLEDE70** - 10B chips, 700mA Driver; **10BLEDE10** - 10B chips, 1050mA driver; **10BLEDE15** - 10B chips, 1500mA driver
- **20BLEDE53** - 20B chips, 525mA driver; **20BLEDE70** - 20B chips, 700mA Driver; **20BLEDE10** - 20B chips, 1050mA driver; **20BLEDE13** - 20B chips, 1300mA driver; **20BLEDE15** - 20B chips, 1500mA driver
- **30BLEDE70** - 30B chips, 700mA driver; **30BLEDE85** - 30B chips, 850mA Driver; **30BLEDE10** - 30B chips, 1050mA driver; **30BLEDE13** - 30B chips, 1300mA driver; **30BLEDE15** - 30B chips, 1500mA driver

Voltage: **MVOLT** - multi-volt, 120 - 227V

Optics*: **R2** - Roadway Type II; **R3** - Roadway Type 3; **R4** - Roadway Type 4; **R5** - Roadway Type 5

Options:
- Color Temperature (CCT): **3K** 3000K CCT, 70 CRI Min.
- Paint: **BZ** - Bronze
- Surge Protection: **20** - 20kV/10KA SPD
- Terminal Block - standard

Misc. :
- **NL** - Nema Label
- **UMR-XX** - 8” horizontal arm for round pole, painted to match fixture

Controls:
- **P7** - 7 Pin Photocontrol receptacle (dimmable driver included)
- **AO** - Field Adjustable Output
- **PCLL** - Solid State Long Life Photocontrol

* to be determined by designer - see manufacturer recommendations

The City of Wilsonville makes no representations or warranties regarding street lighting equipment, whether included or not included on this list of approved street lighting equipment. Inclusion on this list is not an endorsement of the equipment nor does it mean that the listed equipment is appropriate for requirements applicable to all street lighting applications. If equipment is not included in this list, it does not reflect whether or not such equipment is appropriate for street light use.